New Extended-Duty Hydraulic Power Unit

For Anthony’s Medium RailTrac®, Tuckunder™, and Pick-up Gates.

Improving Reliability – we’re now using extended duty power units in our Medium RailTrac, Tuckunder, and Pick-Up liftgates, with these important features.

Pressure Balanced Gear Pump – provides efficiencies over 90% even at full load, reducing wear and noise. Does not lose volumetric efficiency over time like gear types commonly do … pump uses its own internal pressure to maintain tight gear tolerances.

Heavy-Duty Start Solenoid – contains reliable silver oxide contacts that resist “doorbelling” and sticking like plain copper contacts.

Dual Wire Terminals – on power unit motor, start solenoid, and lowering valve coil. These separate (+) positive and (-) negative connections provide a more reliable ground than self-grounding components.

Heavy-Duty Motor – 1600 watt extended duty service, vs typical 1500 watt.

Other Key Features – include case-hardened steel gears, pressure balanced bearings, PTFE base bushings, and extruded aluminum high-pressure body.

The result – greater reliability and extended service!

For more information about other Anthony advantages, call us at (815) 842-3383. You can also fax your request to (815) 844-3612 or E-mail us at sales@anthonyliftgates.com. And be sure to visit our Web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com.